DATE: JUNE 7, 1944
TARGET: RR SIDING
LOCATION: MONT SECRET, FRANCE
BOMB LOAD: 8 x 500 LB
BOMB RUN: HEADING
RAID RESULTS:
No. OF AIRCRAFT: 15
BATTLE DAMAGE: *

LOW FLIGHT
MAJOR RODGERS
LT. LEE "4 F" 131771 RU-R
LT. MCLAUGHLAN 131622 RU-D
LT. "MISS MARY" 131621 RU-P

LEAD FLIGHT
CAPT. TIPTON
LT. FUGIT 13606 AN-3
LT. SCOTT 13610 AN-P
LT. "BLAZING HEAT" 131585 AN-J
LT. "YOUNG" 121823 AN-V

HIGH FLIGHT
LT. MICHAEL
LT. "ELMER" 131577 AN-Y
LT. "RAUH" 296096 AN-V
LT. "RAMEY" 296116 AN-A

SQUADRON LETTERS
552nd - RG
553rd - AN
554th - RU
555th - YA

CLOUD COVER:
VISIBILITY:
TEMPERATURE: C.
WIND: @ MH
ALTIMETRY: FT.
AIR SPEED: MH
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA

DATE: JUNE 7, 1944
TARGET: RR SIDING
LOCATION: MONT SECRET, FRANCE
BOMB LOAD: 8 x 500 LB
BOMB RUN: HEADING
RAID RESULTS:
No. OF AIRCRAFT: 18
BATTLE DAMAGE: *

LOW FLIGHT
LT. ABSEN
LT. LAGERSON "PERKATOY" II 271613 YA-P
LT. DUNLAP 296220 YA-Q
LT. "BUTCH" 131743 YA-B
LT. "HELLS ANGELS" 131615 YA-W

LEAD FLIGHT
LT./COL. WEISS 294087 YA-Q
LT. "LADY FROM HADES II" 296082 YA-J
LT. "SEXY BETSY" WENTZ 153358 AN-V
LT. "MAK" 131612 YA-Z
LT. "BUTCH" 131743 YA-B

HIGH FLIGHT
CAPT. LUBITSKY 131616 RG-H
LT. "MERT" 296106 RG-L
LT. "NOVIKSY" 131745 RG-W
LT. "BLACKWIDOW" 135294 RG-Z
LT. "CAREFREE CAROLYN" 131737 RG-Y

SQUADRON LETTERS
552nd - RG
553rd - AN
554th - RU
555th - YA

CLOUD COVER:
VISIBILITY:
TEMPERATURE: C.
WIND: @ MH
ALTIMETRY: FT.
AIR SPEED: MH
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA

(Prepared by Chester P. Klier) EXTRA A/C: